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Ten, ten and ten people come and thank the Lord.

Do not develop the attitude of taking God for granted and sitting on his goodness. Don
not develop such attitude.
In the University of Communication, in the ZTF University of Koumé, we will also have
a faculty of world languages; it is a need and aspect of our ministry. Even in the SKSG,
we need to start teaching people English and French. Too many people come in front
that have difficulty of Primary 4. There are some gaps in language that if you missed
it, it will be very difficult to catch up: sentence construction, syntax and many of those
many things, word building. The things that we started in Primary four, many people
missed it and then they graduate from University with PhD and they don't know which
word not to put in front of which one. In the SKSG part of our courses must be
language: English and French. When we look for the teachers, we will not only look
for those who have degree, we will look for those who know English and French.
We require of those who teach language to read one newspaper every week, words
are changing, and if you are not ready, your vocabulary becomes very limited to your
experiences. Your whole vocabulary shrinks to your experiences and those whose lives
have become very boring, their minds will become like that, and their language shrinks
to their experiences. We need all to upgrade. The world is going to consume what we
produce, we cannot afford to be giving them something and expect that if they are
spiritual, they will concentrate on the message on not on the language.


Three people pray that we should improve at all levels.

One of Brother Zach's goal every year was to learn a thousand words. For a writer, a
Christian speaker, you cannot allow yourself to have a very limited vocabulary because
you are chaining your message. Free your message by being able to communicate it.
Find way to develop yourself in the area that will help you, according to the call of God
in your life. Develop yourself in that which is useful for the call of God in your life, in
that which is useful for the call of God in your life. It is not idleness and
purposelessness. I do all my calculation in my financial account book mentally; I do all
my addition mentally.
Develop in the area that will advance the call of God in your life. Do not read useless
things. Do not.
Study the things that will help you in the direction of your call, not useless things.
In the ministry, we are focused on the goal, in the church we are focussed on love and
on the brethren. People expect the ministry to be run by the principles of the church.
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Pray that the Lord will enable you to smarten up and do what God called you to
do.

As the ministry grows, standards must be high, if not, what God called us here to do
with crumble. Let our work magnifies God's Holiness, i.e. let come up to God's
standards. Let us apply ourselves to respect God's Holiness in our work.


Let three people come and pray, just three.
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